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Frustrated by country life and eager for adventure and 
excitement, seventeen-year-old Tom Button moves to the city 
to study. Once there, and living in a run-down apartment 
block called Cairo, he is befriended by the eccentric 
musician Max Cheever, his beautiful wife Sally, and their 
close-knit circle of painters and poets.

As Tom falls under the sway of his charismatic older 
friends, he enters a bohemian world of parties and gallery 
openings. Soon, however, he is caught up in more sinister 
events involving deception and betrayal, not to mention one 
of the greatest unsolved art heists of the twentieth century: 
the infamous theft of Picasso’s Weeping Woman.

Set among the demimonde — where nothing  
and nobody is as they seem — Cairo is a novel about 
growing up, the perils of first love, and finding one’s  
true place in the world.

questioNs to CoNsiDer

1. Coming-of-age stories typically involve a character 
learning life lessons as part of an induction into 
adulthood. What other novels might fit this mould? 
How does Cairo fit into this tradition? 

2. What lessons does Tom Button learn from his time at 
Cairo? Are they useful lessons to take into adulthood? 

3. Has there been an event (or events) in your own life 
that you think of as having acted as a bridge into 
adulthood? 

4. At one point, Max Cheever declares: ‘Their rules don’t 
apply to us.’ Do you think artists are exempt from 
some social conventions? Should they be? 

5. Gertrude Degraves tells Tom: ‘The common 
perception of the heroic artist is almost exclusively 
male.’ Do you think this is true? Why or why not? 
How many famous female artists can you name?
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‘Chris Womersley’s third novel, Cairo, is 
as fresh and unexpected as his first two 
… an accomplished performance from a 
writer whose advent was dramatic and 
whose career has consolidated with an 
impressive power to surprise.’  
— PETER PIERCE , The Australian

‘One of the unrepentantly daring  
and original talents in the landscape  
of Australian fiction.’  
— Sydney Morning Herald

‘[A] rollicking account of a serious crime 
and a portrait of 1980s Melbourne … 
smart, animated, grimy and — most 
especially — entertaining.’ 
— PATRICK ALLINGTON, Adelaide 
Advertiser
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6. Is forgery really a ‘purer’ way of making art, as 
Gertrude suggests? 

7. Is it true, as Gertrude says, that people judge art more 
according to their perception of the artist, rather than 
the work itself? If so, is this a bad thing? 

8. Max declares Australia to be in the thrall of the ‘cult 
of the ordinary man’. Do you think he is right about 
that in regards to the 1980s? And now? If so, does it 
matter? 

9. What do you think becomes of Max, Sally, Edward, 
Gertrude, and Anna Donatella?

10. What do you think the note and gift from Sally to  
Tom at the end of Cairo signify? What are her real 
feelings for Tom? 

11. Where has the real Weeping Woman painting ended 
up, in your opinion?


